Moral Discipline
Not many people around the world have a full understanding of MORAL Life, because we all have sin that immorality can confuse us. How the bad nature of sin get inside of our mind and hearth since were are born
with it. While growing up, it is always a good idea to discipline a child. Parents must discipline a child to be
right, good and stay positive always. Teach a child how to respect, take care of him or her-self and selfcontrol. To know how to live or survive in a world full of mixture of light and dark and how to deal with people as well. Most people rather live by the moral way of life, because the immorally way is a evil-bad leading
situation where people rather not taste tha bad, don’t want to suffer, hurt, live in the darkness side or die.
There is a depth moral principal to understanding how to get in the obligation circle of good life. There is a
set of rule to discipline a person how to be a moral human being. To have the ability to love, care, kind, to
have the compassion to another, help, stay clean, and to respect. When a child is born into the unknow world
full of wonder and curious, this is the best time to discipline teach a child the moral way. To know the majority lesson of Love, Respect, Courtesy, Consideration, Decency, Propriety, Honesty, and example to be Righteousness. This is the principal knowledge of moral value for people to live in good life, to be and do right,
stay healthy and clean, and happy. A lesson to disciplines a person to be able develops on his or her own and
be able to be mature enough to self-discipline and self-control on their own. This way, the society of people
will be able treat, work and do well one another good and respectfully.

Once again, the best time
to discipline-teach the moral value lesson in age is the
early stage. Just as it too
late to train an old dog a
trick or the proper behavior.
This is why we must discipline and rise a child to be
righteousness example of
mature man or woman.

A. Teach a child to love and respect.

Would you agree with all
this example of moral value
lesson?

J. Teach a child how to be patient and manage time.

B. Teach a child not to be angry or violence
C. Teach a child to have decency and compassionate to
other.
1. Being Kind, Generous, and Gratitude to others
D. Teach a child what is right against wrong such as:
1. Not to lie and be honest.
2. Do not cheat or steal.
3. Do no harm or kill a human being.
E. Teach a child to honor the elder and teacher. They are the head of
you.
F. Teach a child to be consideration one another
G. Teach a child to have courtesy (polite, gesture) and be humble and
kind.

H. Teach a child how importation is to have the responsibility role.
Don’t be lazy.

I. Teach a child to be self-control and avoid temptation.
K. When a child is older enough to completely understand
about marriage couple, teach him or her not to have
an affair with another person.

The next thing to notice what is very similar to the moral values lesson. It is the doctrine of
Torch or the Ten Commandments. These principal commandments law was created by our
heavenly Sovereign ONE (Exodus 20 2-17 & Deuteronomy 5:6-21).

1. You shall have no other Sovereign ONE before Me.
2. You shall not make idols.

3. You shall not take the name of the
Master your Sovereign ONE in vain.

4. Remember the Sabbath day, to
keep it sanctify.
.
5. Honor your father and your
mother.
6. You shall not murder.
7. You shall not commit adultery.

Teach a child that there is only one head
of the household (Boss/Master) wherever
you live and work.
Teach a child not to worship such an object or an image
that isn’t real. Whether making an image or idol to honor
yourself or to someone else who act like super being or
the maker of people nor the salvation one. Taking all the
pride for itself like almighty or the most importation person of the world. Whether it a person or a thing to look
up upon to. Don't be stupid or take pride for it.

Teach a child not to speak in vain (calling wrong
name) or swear a name inappropriate.

Teach a child to obey the household rule,
whether it is a day to work or a day to rest
by the master’s house or business rule.
Teach a child to always honor and respect
a parents, elders, and teachers. Because
they are ahead of the child.
Teach a child to do NO harm or KILL (even
not to be badly angry). Hurting or taking
life is no no.
Teach a child that there is only one marriage couple. One family roof. Cannot have
affair.

8. You shall not steal.

Teach a child not to cheat or steal.

9. You shall not bear false witness
against your neighbor.
10. You shall not covet.

Teach a child not to lie but to be
honest.
Teach a child to be self-control against
temptation and lust.

Now, the arising question here is... would you also agree with these doctrine of
Ten Commandments? If not, it is also that you would NOT agree with the value of
MORAL LIFE discipline as well.

